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EASY PANELS
Wall Panels

Installation
Guide
Please read the following informtaion carefully before you begin
installing your wall panels.

Tools & Materials
Here is a checklist of what you require to install your panels:
- Adhesive
- Tape Measure
- Silicone
- Handsaw
- Trims
- Hacksaw
- Spirit Level
- Pencil

Preparation
- PVC is commonly know to expand slightly in humid conditions. So prior
to carrying out anywork, allow 24 hours for your panels to climatise with
the environment.
- Clean the work area before installing panels making sure to remove
ﬁlm, dirt and other residue.

Tips and Advice
- Some of your panels come with protective ﬁlm, if you leave this on
while cutting it will help prevent scratches.
- There are lots of ways to cut panels. So we’d recommend practising on
unwanted sections ﬁrst & double check measurements.
- Health and safety should be observed throughout your project and
always wear protective glasses when cutting to avoid irrataion.
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Step A - Corners
1 Start oﬀ by cutting the internal corner trim to height using a hacksaw.
2Lor
Apply the adhesive to the egdes of the internal corner and ﬁx to the
wall (You can use masking tape to temporaily secure).
3 Slot a panel directly into the trim on the left side, mark the position
onto the wall and then repeat for the right (use the spirit level to ensure
even).

Step B - Fixing
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4 For each wall of the project are deduct 15mm for the bottom, top &
middle to allow for the corners.
5 Cut using a hacksaw with the decorative side facing up.
6 Double check panels are cut correctly and then apply adhesive to the
back of your panel and silicone on the inside corner. Place panels against
wall and smooth out air pockets. To ensure watertight run a bead of
silicone into the groove before repeating the process for each panel.
7 Apply silicone to the inside end caps to ensure watertight and apply
adhesive on the outer edge for ﬁxing to wall.
8 If pipes and other ﬁttings need to be incororated ﬁll in the outside of
the 2- 3mm expansion gap with silicone.

Check out our website
or youtube channel for
handy video tutorials.
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Maintenance

Performance

Disclaimer

Everyday cleaning agents are
recommended ie hot soapy
water and a non abrahsive
cloth. Solvents are not advisable. It may also be helpful to
wipe down exceive water
with a soft, dry cloth to avoid
discolourisation.
Wall panels are suitable for
use in tempratures of -20 to
+60 degrees celsius.

PVC wall panels are for
internal use only, when
installed and maintaned as
per our instructions the
product is covered by a 10
year guarntee. Only use a low
adhesive masking tape and
remove immediately afterwards.
Class 1 ﬁre Certiﬁcation for
most products. Please check.

During manafacture a some
variation in pattern or shade
can occur.
An ample quantity of panels
for the area to be covered
should be obtained in one
shipment all of the same
manafacture date to ensure
consitentance. No liability
can be accepted after panels
have been ﬁtted.
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